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Bachelors of Electrical & Electronics Engineering
Enthusiastic about concentrating how to improve execution. Trying to use information explanatory aptitudes to
improve
Corporate execution as an information expert.
Imaginative Software Engineer Offering involvement with the full programming improvement lifecycle - from
idea
Through conveyance of cutting edge applications and adaptable arrangements

Python
Selenium
Pabot

Skillset
API
HTML
CSS

JavaScript
AWS
Robot Framework

Professional Experience
Senior Software Engineer - Diya Systems Pvt Ltd - 19 April 2021 - Present
Automation of API for Hostgator, supersite Enom domains and express cart.
UI Automation for hostgator, supersite and express cart.
Developing python script to register and migrate domains from one provider to another.
Writing test cases for various scenarios of nameservers updates, updating of contact details, domain register etc.
Writing test cases to check the response of various API's like register domain, delete domain, migration, getinfo etc.
Implementation of parallel Execution of test cases using pabot.
Python Developer - CAMPK12 - 08 july 2020 - 18 April 2021
Conducting online sessions regularly.
Training people on the concepts of AI and Machine Learning.
Using python and javascript framework for training.
Python Developer/Tester - LIBRE WIRELESS - June 2019 - Jan 2020
Creating python Scripts for automation.
Creating test cases for Alexa build generated.
Automating test cases and sending automated emails.
Content Developer - CUE MATH - 23 oct 2018 - june 2019
Handling a team of 15 individuals.
Creating challenging Mathematical quiz and questions .
Traning kids on the concept of mathematics.
Freelancer - 23 june 2015 - june 2018
Developing python scripts for automation of specific task.
Developing websites on CMS platform like Shopify and wordpress
Conducting tutions for subjects like physics and mathematics

Certification
Certified Python Developer at PEOPLE CLICK PVT LTD
Advancement of skill in Python Programming Language and SQL
Touch down on concepts of data structures and algorithms
Certified Data Scientist at PEOPLE CLICK PVT LTD
Advancement in Python libraries such as numpy, pandas, matplotlib and scikit learn.
Machine learning algorithms such as linear regression, logistic regression, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, etc.
Data cleaning and manipulation using pandas.

